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Abstract 

The quality of pollen is of fundamental importance for male reproductive success in 

spermatophytes, but our knowledge as to whether pollen quality is plastic and varies 

throughout the flowering season is limited. Pollen quality can be estimated indirectly through 

information about the chemical composition of pollen.   

 

In this study, pollen from Chamerion angustifolium was collected from a natural population 

over the course of a flowering season, lasting 48 days. The chemical composition of pollen 

was analyzed by Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. 

 

Pollen was found to be chemically different throughout the flowering season, revealing a clear 

correlation between chemical spectra and pollination day. Additionally, pollen size decreased 

through the flowering season and pollen chemistry differed between two populations.  

 

The indicated plasticity of pollen chemistry throughout the season is important, as it is a 

major prerequisite for seasonal changes in pollen quality. Whether changed pollen chemistry 

over the season results in altered pollen quality is still unknown. Additional studies should 

validate this, by combining FTIR spectroscopy measurements of pollen with measurements of 

pollen quality parameters.  
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Sammendrag 
Pollenkvalitet er fundamentalt viktig for befruktningsprosessen hos frøplanter, men kunnskap 

om hvorvidt pollenets kvalitet er plastisk og endrer seg gjennom blomstringssesongen er 

begrenset. Pollenkvalitet kan estimeres indirekte ved å kjenne til pollenets kjemiske 

sammensetning. 

 

I denne studien ble pollen fra geitrams (Chamerion angustifolium) samlet fra en naturlig 

populasjon, i løpet av en blomstringssesong på 48 dager. Pollenets kjemiske sammensetning 

ble analysert ved bruk av Fourier-transformert infrarød (FTIR) spektroskopi. 

 

Resultatene viste at pollen er kjemisk forskjellig gjennom blomstringssesongen, og viser en 

klar korrelasjon mellom pollenets kjemiske spekter og pollineringsdato. I tillegg indikerer 

resultatene at pollenets størrelse reduseres i løpet av blomstringssesongen, og at pollenets 

kjemiske sammensetning er forskjellig mellom to populasjoner. 

 

Plastisitet i pollenkjemi gjennom sesongen er viktig, ettersom det er en sentral forutsetning for 

sesongmessig variasjon i pollenkvalitet. Hvorvidt endret pollenkjemi gjennom sesongen 

medfører endret pollenkvalitet er fortsatt uvisst. Videre studier bør validere dette ved å 

kombinere FTIR-spektroskopimålinger av pollen, med målinger av pollenkvalitet-parametere. 
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1 Introduction 

Seed plants (spermatophytes) comprise the vast majority of land plants with over 350 000 

species. Although many seed plant species are able to reproduce asexually, they largely depend 

on sexual reproduction in order to survive and disperse. Fertilization enables genetically diverse 

offspring, which is necessary for the plants to make evolutionary responses in an ever-changing 

environment. Together with ovules, pollen plays a fundamental role in the fertilization process, 

as it contains the male gametes that donate parental genetic traits to the offspring. Despite the 

important role of pollen in fertilization, studies on how plant fitness is affected by 

environmental factors is largely based on measurements of female function (Schaeffer et al. 

2013). In their meta-analysis of 96 studies measuring male function, Schaeffer et al. (2013) 

suggested that the effect of environmental factors on plant reproduction could be 

misrepresented by measuring female function and not male function. 

 

The development of pollen grains starts with meiotic division from the diploid anthers of the 

mother plant, which results in a tetrad of haploid microspores. The microspores are first 

polarized and form a vegetative and generative cell (pollen mitosis I), before the generative 

cells elongates and divide into two sperm cells in mature pollen grains (pollen mitosis II) 

(Rutley & Twell 2015). Fully developed pollen grains consist of a pollen wall, with an inner 

layer containing cellulose (intine), and a tough outer layer (exine) containing sporopollenin, 

which are also found in spores (Halbritter et al. 2018, pp. 24-25). As pollen grains develop, 

they are provisioned with nutrient storage products and enzymes from specialized tapetal cells 

in the anthers of the mother plant. Through pollination, pollen is transported to receptive 

stigmas, where pollen rehydrate, germinate, and form pollen tubes by metabolizing the stored 

nutrients and enzymes (Delph et al. 1997; Johannsson & Stephenson 1998; Stanley & 

Linskens 1974, p. 15). Stored nutrients also aid the pollen tube growth from the stigma 

through the pistil into the ovary (Rutley & Twell 2015).  

 

In addition to nutrient reserves, pollen transcriptome is of fundamental importance for 

successful reproduction. The stored transcripts of mature pollen grains and its sperm cells are 

unique to the parent plant and are involved with germination and pollen tube growth (Rutley 

& Twell 2015). Transcripts are also involved with communication and signaling with the 
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pistil sporophyte and female gametophyte, which guide pollen tube growth (Palanivelu & 

Tsukamoto 2012). Consequently, there is no straightforward association between large 

nutrient reserves in pollen and fertilization success, as pollen with favorable genetic 

composition might fertilize ovules first (Marshall & Ellstrand 1986).  

 

Male reproductive success is influenced by several factors (Schaeffer et al. 2013; Williams & 

Mazer 2016), of which pollen quantity and quality are of fundamental importance 

(Zimmermann et al. 2017). Pollen quantity relate to how much pollen is available for dispersal 

and can potentially reach stigmas, whereas pollen quality refers to the viability, germination 

capacity and growth rate of pollen tubes (Lau & Stephenson 1993; Williams & Mazer 2016). 

These parameters of pollen quality are closely related to the chemical composition of pollen 

grains, which again is related to nutrient and energy reserves. Energy and nutrient content are 

therefore an important components of pollen quality (Zimmermann et al. 2017). Carbohydrates 

and lipids serve as principal nutrients of pollen grains (Pacini 1996), and these compounds do 

also have specialized functions (Zimmermann 2018). For example, lipids play  crucial roles for 

both pollen germination and pollen tube growth (Rodríguez-García et al. 2003). In addition, 

enzymes from protein are important during pollen tube growth (Roulston et al. 2000), while 

cytoplasmic carbohydrates help prevent heat stress (Vesprini et al. 2002) and desiccation 

(Pacini 1996; Speranza et al. 1997). All nutrients also contain important structural components 

(Zimmermann 2018). The chemical composition of pollen can therefore be used as an 

indication or proxy of pollen quality.  

 

Species-specific stigma-ovule distances are key-determinants of the amount of resources a 

given pollen species need in order to grow a pollen tube that is long enough to fertilize an ovule 

(Roulston et al. 2000; Williams & Mazer 2016). Pollination strategy is another selective agent 

that influences the chemical composition of pollen grains (Baker & Baker 1979; Roulston et al. 

2000; Zimmermann & Kohler 2014). Insects often use pollen for nutrition in addition to nectar 

(Roulston et al. 2000; Wäckers et al. 2007), hence pollen from many insect-pollinated 

(entomophilous) plant species contain more lipids and protein (Hanley et al. 2008; 

Zimmermann & Kohler 2014) compared to self-pollinated (autogamous) or wind pollinated 

(anemophilous) species, that often contain more carbohydrates (Baker & Baker 1979; 

Zimmermann & Kohler 2014). Since production of protein and lipids are more costly than 

production of starch (carbohydrate), selection would favor pollen with more starch for plants 

with non-rewarding pollen, and less starch (more protein /lipids) for entomophilous species 
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(Baker & Baker 1979). As different families and species differs with regards to pollination 

strategy and stigma-ovule length, the chemical composition of pollen grains is therefore 

typically species- and/or family specific (Baker & Baker 1979; Zimmermann 2010; 

Zimmermann & Kohler 2014). 

 

Environmental conditions influence the chemical composition and quality of pollen, and if  

changing environmental conditions affect pollen quality negatively, it may cause reduced 

fertilization, which in turn can have considerable ecological effects. It is therefore essential to 

know whether the chemical composition of pollen is genetically fixed or plastic in response to 

environmental change. Several studies have shown that environmental stress can affect the 

chemical composition of pollen  (Lau & Stephenson 1994; Stanley & Linskens 1974; Van 

Herpen 1981; Van Herpen 1986; Zimmermann et al. 2017), and pollen performance (Delph et 

al. 1997; Elgersma et al. 1989; Lau & Stephenson 1994; Lau & Stephenson 1993; Quesada et 

al. 1995; Van Herpen & Linskens 1981). For instance, pollen grains are sensitive to heat stress 

(Pham et al. 2015; Schaeffer et al. 2013; Van Herpen & Linskens 1981), particularly during 

development (Bokszczanin et al. 2013; Johannsson & Stephenson 1998; Rieu et al. 2017). Most 

of the studies have in common that they are conducted under artificial conditions indoor, in 

order to isolate the effect of different environmental variables. Even though these studies have 

been done indoors, they indicate that pollen quality and performance should also be affected by 

environmental conditions under natural outdoor conditions. 

 

Many plants flowers sequentially, i.e. flowering and pollination occurring over several weeks. 

It is thought that for co-existing plant species, sequential flowering has evolved in order to 

reduce fitness reductions caused by competition for pollinators (Forcella & Wood 1986). Due 

to the long flowering periods, sequentially flowering plants are good candidates for studying 

the effect of seasonal variation on pollen plasticity as sequentially flowering plants will 

experience larger variations in both biotic and abiotic factors during flowering. Different groups 

of pollinators show season-specific variation in their abundance, often caused by flower 

abundance at the community level (Ramrez 2006). Temperature, precipitation and moisture 

levels vary considerably over a season, and are expected to show larger variations due to 

changing climate. Temperature is expected to increase on average, and flowering commence 

earlier. As climatic conditions are expected to become increasingly more variable, phenotypic 

plasticity of plants have been suggested to be an important factor in plant survival and 

reproduction, along with adaptive ability (Anderson et al. 2012). 
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Environmental conditions mentioned may vary considerably over the course of a flowering 

season, hence seasonal variation in pollen quality is best assessed if pollen is collected from 

sequential flowering plants, with continuous pollen production. Neither of these conditions are  

met by previous research, due to the study of too short pollination periods (Zimmermann et al. 

2017), or discontinuous pollination (Bağcıoğlu et al. 2017). As far as I know, there are no 

studies that have measured how pollen quality may change over the season in a sequentially 

flowering plant that flowers over an entire growing season. There is thus a need for more 

knowledge about how, and to what extent pollen quality may change over the season in 

sequentially flowering plants. 

 

In this study, pollen was collected from Chamerion angustifolium subsp. angustifolium, a 

species that meets these conditions. It has sequential flowering with continuous pollen 

production, lasting for several weeks during the summer season, normally from June to 

September (Myerscough & Whitehead 1966). C angustifolium is a herbaceous perennial forb, 

naturally occurring throughout vast areas in the northern hemisphere, in North-America, 

Europe, and Asia (Myerscough 1980). Due to the long flowering season, seed dispersal occurs 

from late July to late September (Myerscough 1980), and therefore flowering, fertilization and 

seed dispersal typically occur simultaneously in C. angustifolium.  

 

The standard analysis of pollen focus on identifying the morphological structure of pollen 

grains and is applied in a number of scientific fields such as taxonomy, phenology, forensics, 

paleoecology and to make pollen forecasts (Zimmermann 2010). This category of pollen 

analysis is largely dependent on optical microscopy and scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

(Hesse et al. 2009, pp. 51-52) and do not give information concerning the chemical composition 

of pollen grains (Bağcıoğlu et al. 2015; Bağcıoğlu et al. 2017). Analyses regarding chemical 

composition of pollen grains (Piffanelli et al. 1998; Roulston et al. 2000; Speranza et al. 1997; 

Van Herpen 1981) has been studied to a lesser extent as the methodologies require complex 

preparation of samples, which is both time demanding, labor-intensive and expensive 

(Bağcıoğlu et al. 2015; Zimmermann et al. 2017; Zimmermann 2018). Moreover, 

measurements of each chemical group, i.e. carbohydrates, lipids and proteins require its own 

method, allowing only one group of chemicals to be studied at a time. In order to find the effects 

environmental stress has on pollen, much data is needed, and this demands a more efficient 

method (Bağcıoğlu et al. 2017).   
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Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is an alternative efficient method that can be 

used to analyze the complete chemical composition of pollen all in the same measurement. This 

method has had a breakthrough in recent years (Bağcıoğlu et al. 2015; Bağcıoğlu et al. 2017; 

Gottardini et al. 2007; Jiang et al. 2015; Lahlali et al. 2014; Pappas et al. 2003; Zimmermann 

2010; Zimmermann & Kohler 2014; Zimmermann et al. 2015; Zimmermann et al. 2017). In 

FTIR spectra, vibrational frequencies of chemical bonds are directly related to functional 

groups that make up biochemical compounds in pollen. Therefore, the FTIR spectra of pollen 

can provide information on major biochemical components, such as carbohydrates, lipids and 

proteins (Zimmermann et al. 2017). In this way, FTIR provides an overview of the chemical 

composition of pollen with fast and economical measurements, since it often does not require 

any chemical pretreatment of the samples. FTIR spectra of pollen can be considered as a 

biological fingerprint for phenotyping of pollen since a number of studies have shown that the 

spectra can be used for chemical characterization and identification with respect to 

environmental stress and the phylogenetic affiliation of pollen (Bağcıoğlu et al. 2015; Lahlali 

et al. 2014; Zimmermann & Kohler 2014; Zimmermann 2018). C. angustifolium is a suitable 

species for FTIR-analysis, as it produces sufficient pollen for FTIR analysis (>0.5 mg 

(Zimmermann et al. 2015)). 

 

The aim of this study was to examine whether the chemical composition of C. angustifolium 

pollen varies in response to pollination day, by collecting pollen throughout the flowering 

season and perform FTIR measurements. An additional aim was to analyze seasonal variations 

in pollen size (pollen mass and diameter of pollen grains). Pollen was also collected and 

analyzed from another population to uncover potential population specific effects of the study 

population. 

 

The hypotheses were:  

1) Pollen size (mass and diameter) will be smaller late in the flowering season due to 

diminishing resources. 

2) Pollen chemistry will change over the course of the flowering season, which can be 

observed by collection of pollen samples over several weeks with varying 

environmental conditions. 

3) Pollen chemistry will differ between the study population and the comparison 

population.    
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2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Study area  
The study population was located in Ås, Akershus county, at (6622360.96, 263614.81, UTM 

zone 33, EUREF 89), in an urban area, at 124 m.a.s.l. For comparison, a smaller amount of 

pollen was collected from another population, which was located in Kittilbu, Oppland county, 

at (6117480,99535, UTM zone 33, EUREF 89). This population was located roadside on 

wasteland at approximately 800 m.a.s.l. in sub-alpine vegetation below the upper forest 

boundary. Figure 1 shows pictures of both the study population, and the Kittilbu population. 

The bedrock of the Ås study population consists of gneiss and granite and the superficial 

deposits are dominated by marine deposits, with thick moraine and eskers. The bedrock of the 

Kittilbu population consist of schist and metasandstone, with moraine and peatland as 

superficial deposits (NGU 2019). The average daily temperature of the flowering season (48 

days) was 15.5 °C, and the average daily precipitation was 3.3 mm (160 mm in total), both 

within the normal range. However, the month of July was considered a drought period, as the 

precipitation was 44 mm, compared to the average of 81 mm. The weather data in Ås are 

retrieved from BIOKLIM field station, 1.7 km from the study site (Wolff et al. 2018). 

 

 
Figure 1: The study population in Ås on the left panel, the Kittilbu population on the right. Photo: Boris 
Zimmermann (left panel), Mikael Ohlson (right panel).  
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2.2 Study Species 
C. angustifolium is protandrous, i.e. stamens ripe and shed pollen before pistils open, a common 

strategy for cross-pollination. C. angustifolium is considered a generalist in terms of pollinator 

attraction (Kooi et al. 2016), being pollinated by a wide range of insects, e.g. Hymenoptera, 

Lepidoptera, Coleoptera and Diptera (Myerscough 1980). Although self-compatible, 

experiments shows that C. angustifolium rarely are able to produce seeds, without insects or 

wind (Mosquin 1966). Since C. angustifolium is a species that propagates vegetatively, shoots 

observed in the field are often ramets of the same genet (Myerscough 1980). As none of the 

ramets in the present study was genetically tested due to budget limitations, it remains unknown 

whether ramets are genetically different. 

 
2.3 Sampling of pollen 
Seven ramets were selected for the study, and the stamens from each ramet were collected in 

the flowering season of 2017, locally from 11th of July to 27th of August. The population was 

observed every morning and afternoon each day of the flowering season, for sampling of newly 

opened flowers. All stamens were collected in the same developmental phase, i.e. anthesis start, 

when flowers open and before pollen was exposed on the anther and before stigmas were 

developed. This is shown as stage B in Figure 2. Height measurements of individual flowers, 

inflorescences and whole ramets was carried out during the field work. The sampled stamens 

were then kept in Eppendorf tubes at room temperature for 24 hours, to desiccate. The stamens 

were shook to separate pollen from the anthers and filaments, and the pollen weight was 

recorded. Subsequently, the pollen was stored in Eppendorf tubes, at -18 °C. The dry weight of 

ramets were measured in the end of the flowering season. At Kittilbu, three stamens were 

collected from four different ramets, for 12 pollen samples in total. Stamens were collected in 

the afternoon on 17th of August 2017. The pollen samples were left to desiccate indoor, and 

pollen was separated from stamens and stored at -18 °C correspondingly to the method used for 

the study population in Ås. 
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Figure 2: Developmental stages of C. angustifolium flowers. A: closed flowers. 
B: Fresh and closed stamens before pollen desiccation, and closed stigma. C: Stamens releasing pollen, 
and stigma just opened. D: dry stamens where pollen has been shed, and fully opened stigma covered 
with pollen. Photo: Boris Zimmermann. 

 
2.4 Pollen size (microscopy measurements) 
The structure of the pollen grains can be seen in the SEM images in Figure 3, and in the diameter 

measurements from optical microscopy in Figure 4. The SEM-images were taken at the 

Imaging Centre at The Norwegian University of Life Sciences (Ås), with help from Hilde 

Kolstad. Pollen grains have two different morphological conditions, either dry or rehydrated. 

Pollen grains change condition due to changed osmotic pressure in the cytoplasm resulting in 

folding or unfolding of the pollen wall, also known as the harmomegathic effect. This effect 

protect the pollen from severe desiccation during pollen presentation and dispersal (Halbritter 

et al. 2018, p. 57). When pollen grains are dehydrated, the pollen wall fold and form sunken 

furrows, as seen in Figure 3. When hydrated, they expand and have a more inflated appearance 

(Heslop-Harrison 1979) (Figure 4). Pollen grains of C. angustifolium contain viscin threads 

(Hesse et al. 2009; Myerscough 1980), visible as long thin threads (Figure 3). They arise from 

the outer part of the pollen wall (exine) and contain sporopollenin. They connect tetrads or 
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single pollen grains and facilitate the aggregation of pollen (Hesse 1983). C. angustifolium also 

contain pollenkitt, and both these structures help spreading more pollen grains with pollinators 

(Hesse 1981).  

 
Figure 3: SEM-images of C. angustifolium pollen grains. Scale 10 µm (left panel), and 100 µm (right 
panel). Pollen grains are visibly sunken, due to dehydration. 
 

 
Figure 4: Optical microscopy picture of KOH-hydrated pollen grains, with diameter measurements.  
 
The seasonally first five, middle five, and last five pollen samples (15 in total) of each ramets 

flowering sequence (ramet specific flowering season) were selected for diameter 

measurements, to enable analysis on seasonal variation of the diameter of pollen grains. 

Variation between ramets was also analyzed. In addition to this, five pollen samples from the 

Kittilbu population were also measured. For each pollen sample, 20 individual pollen grains 

were measured. Before each measurement, approximately 0.5-1 mg of pollen were transferred 

with a spatula to microscope slides and rehydrated with a 2,5 % KOH solution. After 
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approximately one or two minutes, the pollen was hydrated and ready for measurements. Each 

pollen grain was measured once with ×20 objective. Only successfully hydrated pollen grains 

with a polar view, (i.e. seen as triangular shape in Figure 4) were measured, hence no 

measurements in equatorial view were made. Pollen grains of C. angustifolium consists of three 

apertures (i.e. triporate pollen), which are located approximately just as far apart from each 

other (Halbritter 2017). Pollen grains were measured from the aperture that was furthest away 

from the opposite side (Figure 4), as pollen size should be indicated by the largest diameter 

measurement possible (Hesse et al. 2009 ,p. 17).  

 

2.5 Data analysis of pollen size 
To assess whether pollen mass and pollen size (diameter) varied between ramets and throughout 

the flowering season, statistical tests were conducted in Rstudio 1.1.419, USA. . The flowering 

season was split into three seasonal parts from dates 11.07-26.07 (early), 27.07-11.08 (mid), 

and from 12.08-27.08 (late). It should be noted that the number of pollen producing flowers 

declined towards the end of the flowering season, so that the number of samples differed 

between the three seasonal parts (Table 1). 

 
Table 1: Number of pollen samples for each seasonal part (pollen mass), and number of pollen grains 
for each seasonal part (pollen diameter).   

Seasonal part Pollen mass Pollen diameter 
Early 286 1341 
Mid 131 537 
Late 53 421 

 
Seasonal variation of pollen mass was also examined by pollination day, i.e. day of anthesis 

start. Shapiro tests and Q-Q plots were used to check if data were normally distributed, and the 

Levene’s and the Bartlett test were used to check if data had equal variance. If the assumption 

of equal variance were met (p > 0.05), a parametric one-way ANOVA test was conducted to 

check if differences were statistically significant. If the assumption of equal variance was not 

met, or if normal transformation failed, then a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test is an 

alternative to one-way ANOVA to check whether differences are statistically significant. To 

check which groups (ramets or seasonal parts) within the dataset were statistically different, a 

Tukey test (parametric) or pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum test (non-parametric) was conducted. 
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2.6 Measurement of infrared spectra  
A Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer (Bruker Optik GmbH, Germany) with single reflectance 

attenuated total reflectance (SR-ATR) was used to record spectra. 32 scans were used to record 

the infrared spectra from ATR, using the horizontal SR-ATR diamond prism with 45° angle of 

incidence on a High Temperature Golden gate ATR Mk II (Specac, United Kingdom). 

Spectrum from each pollen sample was recorded, with background spectrum (empty ATR plate) 

being recorded between each sample measurement in order to minimize the effect of changed 

air conditions in the laboratory. Spectra that revealed noise or was considerably different, had 

several technical replicates. The OPUS/LAB software (Bruker Optik GmbH, Germany) was 

used for data acquisition and instrument control. Approximately 1 mg of pollen were transferred 

to the ATR plate for each measurement, and all pollen samples were measured once. Since a 

minimum of 0.3 mg was needed to acquire a high-quality FTIR spectrum, pollen samples with 

less than 0.3 mg were not measured. The spectra were obtained in the frequency range between 

4000-600 cm-1, with 4 cm-1 spectral resolution.  

 

In ATR-FTIR measurements, the infrared light is directed at an angle where the light is totally 

reflected. Accompanied with high refraction, this causes the evanescent wave to reach into the 

sample and create an evanescent wave (Barth 2007). Penetration depth of the evanescent wave 

is in the range of 0.5-5 µm, and it depends on IR wavelength as well as on the chemical and 

optical properties of the sample. Due to the relatively small penetration depth, the chemical 

information obtained by ATR-FTIR is biased towards pollen grain wall chemistry. Because of 

the short penetration depth and the fact that the biochemical variation is large within pollen 

grains (Zimmermann 2010), it is essential that the sample is in good contact with the crystal. 

This is ensured by applying pressure with a built-in clamp device on the spectrometer.  

 

2.7 Spectral pre-processing and data analysis of chemical spectra 
Raw spectra from vibrational spectroscopy are often affected by random measurement noise, 

CO2 and water in the experimental setting, and unwanted physical variations which can have 

interfering effects on the chemical information of the spectra. Although these problems can be 

minimized by proper sample preparation and procedures, preprocessing methods are 

nevertheless important to correct for these problems (Afseth & Kohler 2012). Before 

preprocessing, the spectral region from 1800 to 800 cm-1 was selected as this region contain 

characteristic bands for pollen grains (Bağcıoğlu et al. 2015; Gottardini et al. 2007; Pappas et 

al. 2003; Zimmermann 2010; Zimmermann & Kohler 2014; Zimmermann et al. 2015). The 
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preprocessing method can affect what chemical information is highlighted in the vibrational 

spectra of pollen. As opposed to non-derivated data that show broad spectral features associated 

with carbohydrates and proteins, derivated data will highlight narrow spectral features such as 

those associated with sporopollenins and lipids (Zimmermann & Kohler 2014). In order to 

reduce the risk of ignoring important chemical information, original data from FTIR was 

therefore preprocessed in two procedures, one with and one without conversion to second-

derivative spectra. 

 

The first preprocessing procedure is based on non-derivated data and is only preprocessed by 

multiplicative signal correction (MSC) in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, USA). MSC is 

a model based preprocessing method that normalize spectra by using a reference spectra (Geladi 

et al. 1985). The method is used to separate and remove physical interferent information from 

relevant chemical information and exclude baseline effects (Martens et al. 1983, cited in Afseth 

& Kohler, 2012). In the second preprocessing procedure, the raw spectra was transformed into 

second derivate form with the Savitzky-Golay algorithm (Savitzky & Golay 1964),  using a 

window size of 13 and a polynomial order of two, followed up by MSC with Orange 3.18.0 

data mining toolbox for Python (University of Ljubljana, Slovenia). In all cases, an average 

spectrum was used as the reference in MSC. The algorithm settings were chosen based on the 

noise level and peak-parameters (Zimmermann & Kohler 2013). Calculating second derivates 

of spectra resolve overlaying band signals, reduce background effects and remove baseline 

effects caused by scattering and light source variations (Zimmermann & Kohler 2013). It should 

also be noted that carbohydrates are overestimated in FTIR-ATR measurements, as this method 

emphases lower wavenumbers (Misfjord 2014). 

 

Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to examine biochemical differences between 

pollen samples. PCA transforms the original set of variables into a group of new variables, so-

called principal components (PCs). The percentage of explained variance determines the 

ordering of the new principal components, hence PC1 account for the most variation, PC2 the 

second most variation, etc. This process reduces the dimensionality of the data, without 

substantial loss of information (Sarmiento et al. 2011). FTIR data from biological samples are 

highly colinear, because spectral bands comprise many variables, and bands are often 

associated with the same biochemicals (Berdahl 2014). PCA is a good tool for collinear data, 

because the resulting PCs from a PCA are able to show patterns of the co-variance between the 

original set of variables (Martens & Martens 2001, p. 109), that are otherwise hidden when 
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visually inspecting the raw spectra (Sarmiento et al. 2011). These patterns can be visually 

inspected in a score plot, showing how different individual samples differ in their PC scores. 

Each PC also has loading plots, that illuminates how the PCs are associated with the original 

spectral data. The loadings can thus be used to find how spectral regions contribute to their 

respective PC (Kohler et al. 2008). As different spectral bands and regions are related to 

different biomolecules (Zimmermann & Kohler 2014), the loadings could show different ratios 

in the chemical composition of pollen. Therefore, the chemical information retrieved from 

loading plots can help explain the sample pattern in the score plots (Kohler et al. 2008). The 

dataset was grouped according to ramet membership and in groups consisting of the first five, 

middle five and last five pollen samples in the flowering season for each ramet. This was done 

in order to inspect potential variation in chemical composition of pollen samples between 

different ramets and throughout the flowering season. The number of components were selected 

to cover at least 95.0 % of the variation. PCA was conducted using the Orange 3.18.0 software. 

 

Following the PCA analysis, a classification analysis was conducted to further explore 

biochemical differences. The complete dataset of 427 spectra belonging to different pollen 

samples were split into a training set of 287 spectra, and a validation set of 140 spectra, i.e. a 

67/33-split. This division of data was chosen to balance the variance of parameter estimates and 

the variance of the performance statistic. Both preprocessing procedures were used, and 

grouped ramet-wise. The data was also grouped into seasonal parts in the same way as for PCA, 

to inspect potential chemical variation in pollination sequence throughout the flowering season. 

This dataset consisted of a training dataset of 105 spectra, and validation set of 39 spectra (also 

67/33-split). 

 

Four different set of learning algorithms were used; k-nearest neighbor (k-NN), support vector 

machine (SVM), artificial neural network (ANN), and random forest (RF). The k-NN 

parameters were the following: 3 number of neighbors, eucledian distance with uniform weight. 

The SVM parameters were the following: SVM type with cost of 1 and a regression loss epsilon 

value of 0.10, a sigmoid kernel (tanh(g x*y+c)) with g=auto and c=1,00, optimization 

parameters with a numerical tolerance of 0,0010, and a iteration limit of 100. ANN were set to 

include 500 neurons in hidden layers, with rectified linear unit activation function and Adam 

optimization algorithm, regularization value of 0,0001, with 300 maximum iterations. ANN 

consists of a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) algorithm (several algorithms) with 

backpropagation and is able to learn both linear and non-linear models. For random forest, the 
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number of trees were 1000, with five attributes considered at each split, and subsets smaller 

than 3 were not split. To control for potential overfitting, the data were randomized before being 

grouped and processed by the same algorithms with identical settings. Correct classification of 

a large proportion of randomized samples would indicate overfitting of the analysis that is not 

randomized. The classification analysis was conducted using the Orange 3.18.0 software. 

 

Additionally, partial least squares regression (PLSR) analysis was used to evaluate the relation 

between spectral data and pollination day (i.e. anthesis start) and the relation between spectral 

data and pollen mass. In PLSR, the x and y variables (spectral data and pollination day/pollen 

mass respectively) are projected into sets of latent factors (scores of x and y), in a way that 

maximizes the covariance between them (Martens & Næs 1992). X-scores are used to predict 

Y-scores, and the Y-scores are used to make predictions for the response. The purpose of PLSR 

is to obtain the latent factors that is explaining most of the variation in the response (Randall 

1995). Cross-validation consisting of 10 segments was used to determine the optimal number 

of components (PLSR factors) for the calibrated models. The resulting calibrated models thus 

had the highest predicted R2-values possible, without using too many factors.  

The root mean squared error (RMSE) and determination coefficients (R2) representing 

predictive ability were used to evaluate the strength of the models. Similarly, to PCA, loading 

plots for the regression coefficients in PLSR can be used to identify spectral bands or regions 

that are affecting the models (Correa et al. 2012) (i.e. to obtain chemical information relevant 

to the reference parameter, such as pollination day or pollen mass). PLSR analysis were 

conducted in Unscrambler X 10.5 (CAMO software, Oslo, Norway).  

 

 

3 Results 

3.1 Pollen production success 
The pollen production differed between ramets, and all ramets produced flowers containing 

sufficient amount of pollen for FTIR measurements. Most ramets had few or none undeveloped 

flowers, i.e. flowers that did not open, or open flowers that did not produce pollen (Table 2). 

Figure 5 shows both a normal pollen producing stamen, and a stamen that did not produce 

pollen. Ramet C stands out with 10 undeveloped/closed flowers, and 3 open flowers without 

pollen. Ramet C was the only ramet that produced side ramets (side shoots). It produced five 

side ramets which were analyzed together. On side-ramets, 23 out of 50 flowers were 
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undeveloped or closed. In total, 415 out of 470 flowers produced enough pollen for FTIR 

measurements. All 12 samples from the Kittilbu population produced sufficient pollen for FTIR 

measurements. The flowering period differed between ramets (Table 4), and ramets differed in 

terms of flowering frequency (Appendix 1).  

 
Table 2: Flower production success for different ramets. Ramet F had two undeveloped flowers, and 
two were damaged by storm. For side-ramets, the number of pollen samples is the combined number 
for all five side-ramets. 

Ramet A B C D E F G Side-
ramets 

K 

Open flowers 
without pollen 

 2 3   3    

Undeveloped 
flower/closed 

4  10   4* 6 23  

Flowers 
containing 
sufficient 
amount of 
pollen for FT-
IR 
measurements 

51 62 84 90 33 45 23 27 12 

 
Table 3: Height measurements for ramets, inflorescences and flowers. 

Ramet A B C D E F G Side-
ramets 

Ramet height 179 156 195 184 120 164 161  
Inflorescence 
height 

40.9 29.6 42.1 39.8 14.7 16.6 7.4 26.2 

Average 
height per 
flower 

0.74 0.46 0.43 0.44 0,45 0.32 0.26 0.52 

 
Table 4: Flowering period (dates in 2017) and total flower production of different ramets of the study 
population. 

Ramet Flowering start Flowering end Number of flowers 
All (Ås population) 11.07 27.08 470 
A 11.07 25.08 55 
B 11.07 05.08 64 
C 13.07 27.08 97 
D 13.07 27.08 90 
E 19.07 05.08 33 
F 22.07 15.08 52 
G 04.08 16.08 29 
Side-ramets 20.07 08.08 50 
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Figure 5: Left panel: a stamen with normal pollen production from sample B41, and a stamen without 
pollen (B45). Right panel: length of petals and sepals from two samples belonging to ramet C, and one 
of its side-ramets. Both S8 and C45 were collected on the same date (23.07.2017). Photo: Boris 
Zimmermann. 
 
3.2 Pollen mass  
The pollen mass differed between ramets, and in terms of total pollen production, ramet D 

produced most pollen, and ramet G produced the least (Table 5). If ramet C is considered with 

its side-ramets as one individual ramet, then ramet C produced most pollen, with 266.6 mg 

pollen. Ramet A produced on average most pollen per flower, while the side-ramets belonging 

to ramet C produced the least relative amount of pollen per flower. The side-ramets produced 

smaller petals, compared to other ramets (Figure 5).  

 

Table 5: Pollen mass of ramets, average pollen mass per flower, and standard deviance. 
Ramet A B C D E F G S 
Total pollen 
mass (mg) 

177.7 137.6 212.1 233.2 64.1 82.9 46.8 54.5 

Average pollen 
mass per 
flower (mg) 

3.2 2.2 2.2 2.6 1.9 1.6 1.6 1.1 

Standard 
deviance (mg) 

1.2 0.8 1.1 0.6 0.5 0.9 0.9 1.1 

 
Pollen mass was found to differ among ramets, with high statistical significance (Figure 6). A 

pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum test revealed that 22 out of 28 interactions between ramets were 

significant. As seen in in Figure 6, ramet A produced significantly more pollen per flower on 

average, compared to all other ramets. The side-ramets produced significantly less pollen per 

flower, compared to all other ramets except for G. 
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Figure 6: Boxplot showing pollen mass of each ramet. The boxplot shows the median, lower and upper 
quartiles (25 % and 75 %), lower and upper adjacent values (horizontal line on whiskers), and outliers. 
Adjacent values are the most extreme values equal to, or within 1.5 x inter quartile range (IQR) from 
the nearest quartile, where IQR is the difference between the upper and lower quartiles. All 
observations that fall outside 1.5 x IQR, are outliers (Rstudio standard settings (RStudioTeam 2016)). 
Red circles show mean value. Boxplots topped with different letters indicate significant differences     
(P < 0.05, Pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum test). 
 
 
The seasonal differences of pollen mass were found to be statistically significant, decreasing 

throughout the season (Figure 7). Seasonal differences were also investigated by plotting 

pollination day (i.e. Anthesis start) against pollen mass for different ramets, as seen in Figure 

8. Ramet B, D, F and G showed a statistically significant correlation between pollination day 

and pollen mass, with decreasing pollen mass throughout the flowering season.  

 

All analyses of pollen mass were conducted using the complete dataset from the study 

population, including closed flowers and open flowers without pollen. As most of the pollen 

samples without pollen belonged to ramet C and its side-ramets, their boxplots in particular 

would be higher in Figure 6, if those pollen samples were not included. As for seasonal 

variation, another analysis was conducted without closed flowers and open flowers without 

pollen. This was done in order to know whether pollen mass per flower actually decrease on 

average throughout the season, or if the reductions in average pollen mass per flower is 
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caused merely by flowers without pollen. These results are shown in Appendix 2 and 3 and 

reveal that pollen mass is not significantly different between the midseason and late in the 

season. The average mean pollen mass in the first part of the season is 2.6 mg and in the late 

season 1.9 mg. This reduction in mean average pollen mass per flower is less than when 

samples without pollen is included, where the mean average pollen mass per flower decreases 

from 2.3 mg to 1.4 mg. As for individual ramets, the results are fairly similar, with ramet B, 

D, F and G still having a significant decrease in pollen mass as the season progress. Overall, 

Appendix 2 and 3 shows that a certain proportion of the seasonal reduction in pollen mass 

throughout the season are caused by samples with no pollen, but it is still decreasing 

nevertheless. 

 
Figure 7: Boxplot showing pollen mass throughout the flowering season for all pollen samples. Boxplot 
parameters explained in Figure 6. Boxplots topped with different letters indicate significant differences 
(P < 0.05, Tukey). 
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Figure 8: Scatterplots of pollination day on the x-axis, i.e. the day in the flowering season where a 
flower would open, and pollen mass on the y-axis. Pollination day are population specific, with day 1: 
11.07.2017 and the last day (day 48): 27.08.2017. Lines indicate significant correlation, P < 0.05. 
Spearman rank correlation coefficient is reported as Rs. Note different scale on the vertical axis for 
different ramets.   
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3.3 Pollen diameter 
As with pollen mass, the diameter of pollen differed among ramets, and a pairwise Wilcoxon 

test showed that 19 out of 36 ramet interactions were statistically different. 14 of those, are 

between ramet A and ramets B-S, and ramet K and ramets B-S, as seen in Figure 9. Results for 

ramet K are based on fewer diameter measurements than the study population (see section 2.4).  

 
Figure 9: Boxplot showing pollen diameter for ramets. Boxplot parameters explained in Figure 6. 
Boxplots topped with different letters indicate significant differences (P < 0.05, Pairwise Wilcoxon rank 
sum test). 
 
Pollen diameter was significantly different between the seasonal parts and decreasing as the 

flowering season progressed (Figure 10).  
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Figure 10: Boxplot showing pollen diameter throughout the flowering season. Boxplot parameters 
explained in Figure 6. Mean values were the following; 76.2 µm (Early), 74.3 µm (Mid) and 73.0 (Late). 
Boxplots topped with different letters indicate significant differences (P < 0.05, Tukey). 
 
 
Finally, seasonal differences in pollen diameter for each individual ramet were investigated (i.e. 

pollination sequence), by grouping the five first, middle five and last five pollen samples. Figure 

11 shows that only ramets A, B and D show statistically different pollen diameter between the 

seasonal parts when decreasing throughout the season. It should be noted however, that some 

ramets flowered throughout most of the flowering season of the study population, while others 

flowered only for a few days (e.g. ramet G and side-ramets, see Table 4 and Appendix 1) and 

is therefore not expected to show clear relationships.  
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Figure 11: Seasonal differences in pollen diameter for each individual ramet, i.e. showing the effect of 
pollination sequence. Boxplot parameters explained in Figure 6. Different letters indicate significant 
differences (P < 0.05, Tukey) for ramets B, D and G, (P < 0.05, Pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum test) for 
ramets A, C, E, F and S. Note different scales on the vertical axis for different different ramets.   
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3.4 FTIR results 
The vibrational spectrum of a representative pollen sample shows peaks at spectral bands that 

are associated with different group of chemical compounds (Figure 12). It should be noted that 

vibration types are absorbed at different frequencies (spectral bands), e.g. C=O stretch are found  

in different chemical compounds; triglycerides, free fatty acids, and proteins, but are assigned 

to functional group depending on the frequency in which it is absorbed (Bağcıoğlu 2016 ,p. 13). 

The peak at 1745 cm-1 is associated with C=O stretching vibrations and is characteristic for 

lipids. The spectral region between 900-1200 cm-1 contains the vibrational bands that are 

associated with carbohydrates. These vibrational bands include the C-O-C stretch, C-OH 

stretch, C-O-H deformation, C-O-C deformation, and the pyranose and furanose ring vibrations. 

The vibrational bands that are associated with proteins are found in 1700-1630 cm-1 range (C=O 

stretching, amide I), and at the 1550-1520 cm-1 range (C-N stretching and NH deformation, 

amide II) (Bağcıoğlu et al. 2015; Gottardini et al. 2007; Pappas et al. 2003; Zimmermann 2010; 

Zimmermann & Kohler 2014; Zimmermann et al. 2015) 

 

In addition to carbohydrates, lipids, protein, water and nucleic acids, pollen also contain 

sporopollenins in the outer pollen wall (exine) (Zimmermann 2010). Sporopollenins are a 

resilient group of biopolymers based upon phenylpropanoid building blocks (Blokker et al. 

2006), and thus some of the bands in their vibrational spectra are related to aromatic rings 

(Zimmermann 2010; Zimmermann & Kohler 2014). Table 6 provide an overview of what 

functional groups and chemical components the different spectral bands represent. Signals 

designated in Table 6 in which no range is given should be referred to as narrow spectral regions 

and can vary by a few wavelengths.  
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Table 6: Spectral bands characteristic for FTIR, and associated chemical structures 
(Bağcıoğlu 2016, pp. 14-16; Bağcıoğlu et al. 2017). 

Compound Spectral band (cm-1) Vibration type  Biochemical group 
Lipids 1745 C=O str  Triglycerides 

1705 C=O str Free fatty acids 
1240 P=O asymmetrical str Phospholipids 
1090 P=O symmetrical str 

Proteins 1700-1630 C=O str (Amide I) Amino acids 
 1550-1520 NH deformation and C-N 

str (Amide II) 
Amino acids 

Carbohydrates 1200-900 (region) C-C str, C-O str, C-O-H 
deformation, C-O-C 
deformation, pyranose 
and furanose rings 
 
 

 
1107 Pyranose 
1055 
1028 
1076 Amylose 
995 

Sporopollenin 1605 Aromatic ring vibrations Phenylpropanoids 
1515 
1171 
853 
833 
816 

 
 

 
Figure 12: FTIR vibrational spectra from one representative sample of C. angustifolium. X axis show 
wavelengths in the spectral region from 1800 to 800 cm-1. Y axis denote relative absorption. 
Characteristic spectral bands (Table 6) are marked, and related to lipids (L), proteins (P), Sporopollenin 
(S) and Carbohydrates (C).  
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3.5 Principal component analysis 
The PCA results did not show any pattern of clustering or deviance in either preprocessing 

procedure, with regards to seasonal differences.  As for ramet differences, the most noticeable 

result is the relatively high PC1 scores of ramet D, and high PC2 scores of samples belonging 

to the Kittilbu population (Figure 13). The loading plot for PC1 in Figure 14, shows negative 

loadings in the “carbohydrate” spectral region at 1048 and 995 cm-1, and positive loading for 

proteins at 1672 cm-1 and lipids at 1707 and 1090 cm-1 bands. Furthermore, positive loadings at 

1607,1510,1173 and 840 cm-1 indicate relatively lower nutrient content or relatively higher 

sporopollenin content, as these bands are characteristic for sporopollenin. When interpreting 

the loading plots together with PC scores, spectral features of the loading plots can explain 

chemical differences between pollen samples in the score plots. It must be emphasized that the 

PCA plots can be related only to relative ratio of chemical components, and not absolute values 

representing actual content of these chemical components. This means that ramet D with high 

PC1 scores (Figure 13) have a high ratio of proteins and lipids to carbohydrates (Figure 14), 

but whether the actual protein and lipid content is high or carbohydrate content is low, remains 

unknown. Similarly, high peaks at sporopollenin bands for the PC1 loading does not tell 

whether sporopollenin content is high or nutrient content low, but only that the sporopollenin-

to- nutrient ratio is high.  

 

The loading plot for PC2 (Figure 15) shows high values in the “carbohydrate” spectral region, 

both negative (990 cm-1) and positive (1107,1079 and 1028 cm-1). As the positive loadings at 

1107 and 1028 cm-1 are associated with cellulose (Table 6), the PC2 loading plot could indicate 

that the Kittilbu population have a higher relative cellulose content compared to the study 

population. Amylose bands at 1079 and 990 cm-1 are more difficult to interpret as they represent 

both the highest and lowest loadings. They suggest however, that the relative amylose content 

of the Kittilbu population differs from the study population. For ramet differences, the second 

preprocessing procedure with second derivatives in addition to MSC, showed analogous results 

as the first preprocessing procedure for all PCs and loading plots. 

 

In order to visualize the effect of PC1 more clearly, pollen samples with the high and low PC1 

scores that had similar PC2 scores was selected (Figure 16). The same method was used for 

PC2 as well (Figure 17). Figure 16 show the same trend as the PC1 loading plot but also 

illustrates how the chemical spectra of pollen with low PC1 score looks like, which is most 
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common in the study population. As for PC2, Figure 17 shows another high value associated 

with cellulose at 1057 cm-1, compared to the PC2 loading plot.  

 
 

 
Figure 13: PCA score plot of the FTIR data. PC1 are shown on the x-axis, and the PC2 on the y-axis. 
Color codes denote ramet membership, where S-Z: side-ramets, and K: Kittilbu population. Explained 
variance (PC1: 80.1, PC2:9.9). Marked pollen samples were selected for comparison spectra’s in Figure 
16 and 17. 
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Figure 14: PC1 loading plot (80.1% explained variance), with wavelength on the x-axis, and relative 
absorbance on the y-axis. 
 

 
Figure 15: PC2 loading plot (9.9 % explained variance), with wavelength on the x-axis, and relative 
absorbance on the y-axis. 
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Figure 16: Spectral bands for PC1, with wavelength on the x-axis, and relative absorbance on the y-
axis. Red spectra show high PC1 scores, whereas blue spectra show low PC1 scores. Spectral bands 
characteristic for functional groups marked.  
 

 
Figure 17: Spectral bands for PC2, with wavelengths on the x-axis, and relative absorption on the y-
axis. Blue spectra representing high PC2 score, red spectra show low/normal PC2 score. Spectral bands 
characteristic for functional groups marked. 
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The Kittilbu population also stands out in PC3 and PC4 score plots and loading plots, found in 

Appendix 4-7. The loading plot for PC3 in Appendix 5 show clear negative loadings for 1547 

and 1640 cm-1 which are associated with proteins. Furthermore, positive loadings are found at 

1173 and 1020 cm-1 which are associated with sporopollenin and carbohydrate content, 

respectively. The Kittilbu population is also markedly different for PC4, with great variation of 

both negative and positive scores (Appendix 6). The accompanying loading plot in Appendix 

7 indicate positive loadings for spectral bands associated with protein and negative loadings for 

bands in the carbohydrate spectral region. This points to opposite results of the PC2 loading 

plot (Figure 15), but since most Kittilbu samples have negative PC4 scores and not positive, 

PC2 results are still relevant. Overall, score plots and loading plots of PC3 and PC4 shows 

similarly to PC2, that the Kittilbu population differs from the study population in terms of 

higher carbohydrate-to-protein ratio, and that the Kittilbu population also differs slightly in 

terms of relative sporopollenin content.  

 

3.6 Classification analysis  
The results of the classification analyses show that ANN algorithms were able to classify both 

individual ramets, and seasonal parts with high success rates. Classification for ramet 

identification of spectral data by ANN are shown in Figure 18 and are based on a training 

dataset of 140 samples. Success rates for ramet identification are shown in the confusion matrix 

in Table 7 (blue highlight). The confusion matrix also highlights percentage of misclassified 

samples (red highlight), e.g. for ramet A, 88.2 % are classified correctly, while 5.9 % of the A 

samples were misclassified as B, and the same percentage misclassified as C. The classification 

results in Figure 18 and Table 7 are obtained by resampling several times, where particularly 

ramet A and D had consistently higher classification rates, compared to the other ramets. Ramet 

B, G, side-ramets (S-Z) and K showed large variation in classification success. Especially for 

K this is expected, since it only had 4 samples in the validation set. Randomization resulted in 

very low classification success, indicating that the original classification models are not 

overfitted. As the validation dataset is relatively large (1/3 of all samples, at n=140), the results 

are robust and indicate that the ANN algorithms are able to distinguish between ramets based 

on chemical differences. The other learning algorithms tested, were not able to differentiate 

between ramets as well as ANN, although random forest classification had similar 

misclassification rate. 
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The classification analysis was also conducted for seasonal variation of spectral data, and as 

with ramet identification, ANN algorithms was the only learning method capable of successful 

classification. Randomization resulted in low classification success, thus demonstrating that the 

original classification is not overfit. The results are shown in Figure 19 and illustrates that there 

are chemical differences regarding the pollination sequence of ramets.  

 

 
Figure 18: Classification results of ramet differences by the ANN learning algorithms. Color codes 
denote ramet membership, and the y-axis indicate classification success. 
 
Table 7: Confusion matrix on ramet differences by the ANN learning algorithms. Values with blue 
background indicate percentage of correctly classified samples from the validation dataset, n=140. 
Values with red background highlight misclassification. Σ refer to the number of samples from different 
ramets that are used in the validation set, and corresponds to one third of the number of samples in 
the original dataset. This proportion is similar for all ramets.  
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Figure 19: Classification success of seasonal variation by ANN algorithms. Color codes denote Seasonal 
part, and the y-axis indicate classification success. 
 
Table 8: Confusion matrix of seasonal variation by ANN algorithms. Values with blue background 
indicate percentage of correctly classified samples from the validation dataset, n=39. Values with red 
background highlight misclassification. 

 
 
 
3.7 Partial least squares regression 
Partial least squares regression (PLSR) results shows that the chemical composition of pollen 

is correlated with the day in the flowering season (Table 9 and Figure 20), flowering sequence 

(Appendix 8 and 9), and pollen mass (Table 10 and Figure 21). Tables 9, 10 and Appendix 8 

show R2 (correlation coefficients) of the fitted model and predicted R2 after a 10 segmented 

cross-validation, and root mean squared error (RMSE) of the model before and after cross-
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validation. For pollination day and pollination sequence, both Table 9 and Appendix 8 show 

the number of pollen samples analyzed by PLSR, pollination period in days and the number of 

days pollination occurred. The PLSR results in Table 9, 10 and Appendix 8 shows results for 

both all the ramets in the study population and individual ramets. It should be noted that the 

row “all” include all ramets, n =415, and that only one out of the five side-ramets (S, n=10) 

could be analyzed separately due to small number of pollen samples belonging to the other side-

ramets. The Kittilbu population was found to be outliers compared to the study population, and 

thus removed from the rest of the analysis.  

 

The predicted R2 = 0.51 for pollination day of all ramets (Table 9) indicate that pollen chemistry 

shares 51 % of the variation in pollination day. Predicted RMSE is 7.38 for all ramets, i.e. the 

model is able to predict pollination day with chemical spectra, with a mean error of roughly 7 

days. When comparing this to the pollination period of the study population which is 48 days, 

the model seems to offer some predictive ability. As can be seen in Table 9 10 and Appendix 

8, PLSR results from individual ramets shows that R2 and RMSE differs between them. Large 

discrepancies between model and prediction after cross-validation, indicate overfitting for some 

of the ramets models.  

 

For pollination sequence of the population, the predicted R2 = 0.43 and predicted RMSE is 7.65, 

thus showing comparable but slightly weaker predictive ability, compared to pollination day. 

This is expected however, as pollination day of the study population and pollination sequence 

of individual ramets are highly correlated (Table 4, Appendix 1). The spectra were also 

correlated to pollen mass of the population, with predicted R2 = 0.35 and predicted RMSE = 

0.63. Table 10 shows the average pollen mass for different ramets, plus standard deviance, 

minimum and maximum values. R2 and RMSE differed considerable between ramets, as seen 

in Table 9 and 10.  
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Table 9: The PLSR coefficient of determination (R2) and root mean squared error (RMSE) for pollination 
day based on chemical spectra. m: model, p: prediction. Aopt: optimal number of components. S: side-
ramet S, n=10 (not all side-ramets). 

Ramet Number 
of 
pollen 
samples 
analyzed 
by FT-IR 

Pollination 
period 
(days) 

Days with 
pollination 

R2 
(m) 

R2 
(p) 

RMSE 
(m) 

RMSE 
(p) 

Aopt 

All 415 48 46 0.68 0.51 5.96 7.38 13 
A 51 46 22 0.72 0.50 5.59 7.70 6 
B 62 26 24 0.64 0.46 4.18 5.26 4 
C 84 46 39 0.75 0.70 2.67 6.79 12 
D 90 46 35 0.96 0.68 2.30 6.66 13 
E 33 18 16 0.92 0.54 1.24 3.40 7 
F 47 25 22 0.81 0.39 3.03 5.71 5 
G 23 13 11 0.99 0.42 0.23 2.85 11 
S  10 7 3 0.85 0.29 0.72 1.79 3 

 
Table 10: The PLSR coefficient of determination (R2) and Root mean squared error (RMSE) for pollen 
mass based on chemical spectra, and data on pollen mass (min, max, average, Sd: standard deviation), 
m: model, p: prediction. Aopt: optimal number of components. S: side-ramet S, n=10 (not all side-
ramets).  

Ramet Min Max Average Sd R2 (m) R2 (p) RMSE 
(m) 

RMSE 
(p) 

Aopt 

All 0.3 5.2 2.4 0.8 0.46 0.35 0.58 0.63 8 
A 1.6 5.2 3.5 0.8 0.10 0.05 0.76 0.82 1 
B 0.3 3.3 2.2 0.7 0.09 NA 0.62 0.67 1 
C 0.4 3.7 2.5 0.7 0.78 0.31 0.32 0.59 9 
D 0.3 3.4 2.6 0.6 0.69 0.18 0.31 0.51 7 
E 0.7 2.9 1.9 0.5 0.16 0,00 0.43 0.49 1 
F 0.4 2.8 1.8 0.7 0.74 0.73 0.32 0.34 1 
G 1.2 2.9 2.0 0.4 0.60 0.49 0.27 0.32 2 
S  1.2 2.8 2.0 0.6 0.76 0.40 0.26 0.47 2 

 

 
Figure 20: PLSR response plot of pollination day for all pollen samples. Actual pollination day is shown 
on the x-axis and predicted pollination day on y-axis. Blue dots indicate model fit, whereas red dots 
indicate model performance after cross-validation. 
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Figure 21: PLSR response plot of pollen mass for all pollen samples. Actual pollen mass is shown on the 
x-axis and predicted pollen mass on the y-axis. Blue dots indicate model fit, whereas red dots indicate 
model performance after cross-validation. 
 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Pollen size 
The results clearly show that in terms of pollen production, ramet C and D stands out with 

markedly higher production than other ramets (Table 5). This could be due to the fact that ramet 

C and D flowered for the longest duration of time (Table 4). Additionally, the observed 

differences in pollen production among ramets could partially be attributed to seasonal 

differences because the different ramets flowered at different dates (Table 4, Appendix 1). 

Ramet A, B, C and D all flowered earlier in the season and produced more pollen than the rest 

of the ramets. 

 

As for pollen mass produced per flower, ramet A produced markedly more than all other ramets 

(Figure 6). This cannot be attributed to seasonal difference, as ramet A and B had roughly 

similar flowering periods (Table 4). Ramet A flowered longer, but with very little pollen 

production after ramet B stopped flowering (Appendix 1). 

Although another analysis found that some of the seasonal variation in pollen mass per flower 

is caused by flowers without pollen (Appendix 2 and 3), pollen mass is still dropping throughout 

the season. The results show clearly that for the study population as a whole, pollen mass per 

flower decrease throughout the flowering season (Figure 7). However, this trend is not uniform 

for all ramets as Figure 8 show that this only applies to ramets B, D, F and G.  
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Although pollen diameter was also found to be statistically different among ramets, most of the 

differences are due to ramet A and the Kittilbu comparison population, which stands out from 

the rest. Figure 10 show that pollen diameter decreases over the flowering season. However, as 

with pollen mass, the trend is not uniform when analyzing each ramet separately (Figure 11). 

Only ramet A, B and D shows a clear trend, with all seasonal parts being significantly different 

and shrinking as the season progress. Nevertheless, all mean values for the late seasonal part 

are lower than other seasonal parts except for ramet F (Figure 11), indicating that there is a 

trend of seasonal reductions in pollen diameter for most of the population. Ramet C illustrates 

this, where the middle and late seasonal part are not significantly different, but the latter have 

the lowest mean. Overall, although the results do not show an unambiguous trend for all ramets, 

both pollen mass and pollen size are generally decreasing over the course of the flowering 

season. This indicates that pollen grain size goes down in the study population, but whether 

pollen quantity in terms of pollen grain number change, remains unknown.  

 

Pollen quantity (number of pollen grains) is fundamentally important in reproduction, because 

pollen limitation is more likely to be prevented with high pollen production (Knight et al. 2005), 

and when pollen competition is higher, genetically favorable pollen is more likely to be selected 

(Charlesworth et al. 2005; Stephenson et al. 2003). Although pollen quantity should contribute 

positively to male reproductive success, it does not necessarily have a profound impact alone. 

C. angustifolium have low pollen-ovule ratios (P/O) as compared to other species with 

equivalent pollination strategy (Cruden & Jensen 1979). Cruden and Jensen (1979)  argues that 

this is due to efficient pollination caused by large stigmas and numerous long viscin threads. 

The stigmas are large compared to the pollen attaching area on the pollinator, causing better 

pollen receipt. Viscin threads facilitate clumping of pollen grains, allowing more pollen to be 

transported. With this in mind, the drop in mean pollen mass of the study population from 2.3 

mg early in the season to 1.4 mg late in the season (Figure 7), might not by itself cause 

considerable fitness reductions. 

 

Some studies have suggested that there could be a trade-off between pollen size and number, 

by finding inverse relationship between them (Mione & Anderson 1992; Sarkissian & Harder 

2001), whereas other studies have not found this relationship (Aguilar et al. 2002; Jürgens et 

al. 2012). Although pollen mass and diameter are both decreasing throughout the flowering 

season in this study, pollen mass are reduced the most in relative terms. This could represent a 

trade-off, where C. angustifolium prioritize pollen size over number.  
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It is, however, reasonable to believe that in addition to pollen quantity, pollen size is of 

importance for male reproductive success, since survival, germination and pollen tube growth 

all depend on material and energy reserves in the pollen grain (Williams & Mazer 2016). Larger 

pollen grains are expected to have higher fertilization success due to the higher storage capacity 

of materials and energy (Baker & Baker 1979). Pollen grains of larger size are also shown to 

outperform smaller grains during sexual competition in the style, and sire more seeds 

(McCallum & Chang 2016). 

 

Large pollen grain size and large energy reserves could be particularly important for C. 

angustifolium because of its long style (stigma-ovule distance) of approximately 10 mm during 

anthesis (Myerscough 1980). Baker and Baker (1979) compared 147 species with style lengths 

of 10 mm or longer, to 843 species of shorter style lengths and found that mean diameter was 

significantly larger for longer styles, irrespective of chemical composition. Moreover, Roulston 

et al. (2000) found pollen volume and style length to be significantly correlated for more than 

50 plant families. However, although nutrients play a critical role in early stages of pollen tube 

growth, pollen receive energy from stylar tissue as well in later stages (Baker & Baker 1979; 

Stephenson et al. 2003). This energy is acquired through genetic interactions between the 

gamete in pollen and the pistil (Stephenson et al. 2003). Differential provisioning of pollen 

grains by stylar tissue represent “female choice”, in which preferable male gametes are 

provided more nutrients and are thus more likely to be successful in reproduction, under pollen 

limitation (Bernasconi et al. 2004; Marshall & Ellstrand 1986). The effect of female choice is 

particularly prevalent for distinguishing between cross- or self-pollen (Charlesworth et al. 

2005). In contrast to Baker and Baker (1979), Cruden and Lyon (1985)  therefore suggested 

that the distance that the pollen tube have to grow in order to reach stylar tissue (stigma depth) 

was functionally related to pollen size as opposed to style length. Nevertheless, pollen grains 

of larger size are more likely to lead to higher male fertilization success (Baker & Baker 1979; 

McCallum & Chang 2016)   

 

Even small differences in pollen diameter can severely affect pollen viability. Kelly et al. (2002)  

found that the mean difference between viable and inviable pollen grains in Mimulus guttatus 

was 13 µm (41.9 µm and 28.9 µm). Despite overlapping between the groups, they found a 

critical distinction at 35 µm, where most pollen grains > 35 µm were viable whereas pollen 

grains < 35 were not. Their results showed that at some parts of the distribution, a difference of 

less than 5 µm could considerably affect viability. The implications of this should not be 
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overstated though, as the study is only somewhat comparable. C. angustifolium have different 

ecology, pollen grains are generally more than twice the size (Halbritter 2017), and the 

difference in pollen grain diameter between the early and late seasonal part is only 3.2 µm 

(Figure 10). A change in 3.2 µm is percentagewise a much smaller difference for C. 

angustifolium (4%), compared to M. guttatus. Nevertheless, as the pollen size in this study was 

larger early in the flowering season, early onset of flowering could be beneficial for male 

reproductive success. 

 

4.2 Pollen chemistry 
The classification of ramet membership shows that pollen chemistry varies between ramets. 

However due to the nature of ANN algorithms, we cannot connect spectral (i.e. chemical) 

information with the classification, hence it is not known how the ramets differ in their chemical 

properties. It is possible that ANN is detecting chemical differences among genetically different 

pollen grains. During development, formation of pollen depends both on sporophytic and 

gametophytic genome, and, since individual pollen grains are genetically unique, they are also 

chemically different (Piffanelli et al. 1998). However, since pollen were measured in bulk in 

this study, chemical differences will be averaged, so that genetic differences among individual 

pollen grains does not contradict the classification result.  

 

The PCA results shows that ramet D and the Kittilbu population K are chemically different 

from the other ramets. The fact that ramet D have on average higher PC1 scores than the other 

ramets in the study population, could suggest that it is genetically different. Ramet D is also 

arguably the ramet with highest total fitness, as all 90 pollen samples produced sufficient pollen 

with little deviance. Ramet C with side-ramets produced had more continuous pollen production 

through the season and higher pollen production, but 27 % of pollen samples failed (Table 2). 

The notion that different ramets of the study population could be genetically different is 

probable also due to the classification results, differences in total pollen production, pollen 

production per flower and pollen size differences. However, as no genetic test was conducted, 

this remains unknown. 

 

The uncertain implications of the classification results, the fact that the PC1 scores are gradual, 

and show that ramet D also have low PC1 scores for some samples, and that ramet B, C and F 

also contain samples with high PC1 scores, suggest oppositely that individual ramets might not 

be genetically different. 
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Most ramets except for ramet D have low PC1 scores, and thus a relatively higher ratio of 

carbohydrates to lipids and proteins. Carbohydrates in form of cytoplasmic disaccharides and 

sucrose play an important role in hydration of pollen grains. Pollen needs to be partly 

dehydrated, in order to absorb or lose water without detrimental dehydration. Hydrated or non-

hydrated pollen grains are both more vulnerable to water loss resulting in inviable pollen. Partly 

dehydrated pollen has higher concentrations of cytoplasmic disaccharides and sucrose and is 

therefore more likely to survive pollen transport and germination. The fact that the earliest part 

of the flowering season was a drought period (Wolff et al. 2018), could be one reason why 

several ramets produced more carbohydrates (Pacini 1996). However, in their study of 990 

species, Baker and Baker (1979) found that starch containing pollen is associated with larger 

pollen grains. Since pollen grains of C. angustifolium are relatively large (58-96 µm; own 

results, but also see Halbritter (2017), the higher peaks at spectral bands associated with 

amylose (Figure 15), could be due to the sheer size of pollen grains.  

 

The observed differences in chemical composition between the study population and the 

Kittilbu comparison, is consistent with other studies (Bağcıoğlu et al. 2017; Misfjord 2014; 

Zimmermann et al. 2017). The Kittilbu population differs from the study population for PC2, 

PC3 and PC4, particularly PC2. The relative cellulose content is higher, and the amylose 

composition is different. Overall, carbohydrates play a central role in the alpine Kittilbu 

population. Additionally, score plots of PC1, PC2 and PC4 all show separation in the Kittilbu 

population, where pollen samples EAiK01, EAiK02, EAiK03 form clusters apart from the other 

pollen samples. This is expected because these pollen samples belong to a ramet collected 

approximately 10-15 m apart from the other ramets of the Kittilbu population and is therefore 

likely genetically different. These three pollen samples from Kittilbu is also more similar to the 

study population, as indicated by the three lowest PC2 scores of the Kittilbu population in 

Figure 13, although slightly high.  

 

The classification of seasonal variation shows a seasonal change in pollen chemistry. However, 

and similar to the ramet classification, the chemical differences behind this differentiation are 

not known. The PLSR results indicate that there is a good correlation (predicted R2=0.51) 

between the chemical spectra of pollen and pollination day, during the pollination period of 48 

days. The PLSR response plot in Figure 20 clearly show a trend going in one direction as the 

season progress. The PLSR response plot do provide information regarding what parts of the 
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chemical spectra that are causing the observed trend, through regression coefficients. However, 

due to model complexity, the regression coefficient plots investigated were difficult to interpret.  

The fact that pollen chemistry changed with regards to the pollination sequence of ramets, with 

R2 = 0.43 (Appendix 9), might suggest that the sequence itself are causing changes in chemical 

composition of C. angustifolium pollen. Environmental conditions do change over the course 

of a flowering season, but this was not measured in this study. Additional studies could test 

sequentially flowering plants, under controlled environmental conditions, to validate if pollen 

chemistry change with pollination sequence, irrespective of environmental conditions.  

 

Whether the observed seasonal differences in chemical spectra is related to lipids, proteins, 

carbohydrates, sporopollenin or combinations of these, remains unknown. It is plausible, 

however, that pollen quality decrease throughout the flowering season since other pollen fitness 

components (pollen mass and size) decrease as the season progress. This is also probable when 

considering the relationship between the chemical spectra and pollen mass (Figure 21).  

 

Several studies have found changed pollen chemistry under different environmental conditions 

(Lau & Stephenson 1994; Stanley & Linskens 1974; Van Herpen 1981; Van Herpen 1986; 

Zimmermann et al. 2017) and changed pollen chemistry between seasons (Bağcıoğlu et al. 

2017; Zimmermann & Kohler 2014). As environmental conditions change within a flowering 

season, the indicated changes in chemical composition of C. angustifolium pollen found in this 

study is expected. Bağcıoğlu et al. (2017) found considerable intra-seasonal in the chemical 

composition of Corylus avellana pollen, collected over more than five weeks at four different 

sampling dates. However, the authors suggested that the variation in pollen chemistry was not 

due to seasonal variation, as the plants collected likely were coming from different populations. 

Furthermore, Zimmermann et al. (2017) found variability in the chemical composition of pollen 

from one individual of Festuca ovina, collected over 11 days. The variability detected was only 

slightly higher than technical replicates though, and substantially lower than the variability in 

the population with corresponding environmental conditions. However, this finding is only 

partially comparable as the F. ovina pollen analyzed was collected from a population with fixed 

environmental conditions over a considerably shorter pollination period. F. ovina also differs 

fundamentally from C. angustifolium in ecological characteristics, e.g. by being wind-

pollinated.  
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5 Concluding remarks and conclusion 

These remarks are based on re-examination of the hypothesis in the introduction. 

1) The hypothesis that pollen size (mass and diameter) will be smaller late in the flowering 

season, is partially supported as both pollen mass and pollen size were clearly reduced 

as the season progressed. Of the two size parameters at the population level, pollen mass 

was reduced most in relative terms. Although the reduction in pollen size was 

significant, it is percentagewise small (4 %). Additionally, as these trends were not 

uniform and not valid for all ramets, additional studies of supplementary populations 

are needed to firmly show that seasonal variations in pollen size is a characteristic trait 

in the reproductive biology of C. angustifolium. 

2) Changes in pollen chemistry throughout the flowering season is supported. 

Results obtained from classification analyses cannot provide information regarding the 

difference in pollen chemistry, however some broad indications are provided by 

classification and PLSR analyses. There is a strong correlation between chemical 

spectra and pollination day (R2= 0.51). However, since we do not know what parts of 

the chemical spectra that are causing the correlation, this result opens for further and 

more detailed chemical studies to find out more about the causality behind the 

correlation. 

3) Different chemical composition of pollen of the study population and the comparison 

population, is supported. They differ mainly in terms of carbohydrate composition, and 

relative carbohydrate content to proteins and lipids.  

 

To the best of my knowledge, this is the first study that describes both pollen size and pollen 

chemistry of a sequentially flowering plant (C. angustifolium) over the course of an entire 

flowering season. The results indicate that chemical composition of pollen and pollen size are 

plastic over the course of a flowering season. Together with adaptive ability, phenotypic 

plasticity of plants is important in an ever-changing environment, particularly with ongoing 

climate change. Future perspectives could focus on combining FTIR spectroscopy 

measurements of pollen with pollen quality measurements. This would enable us to validate if, 

and to what extent, the seasonal variation in pollen chemistry detected by FTIR spectroscopy 

is related to pollen quality and male reproductive success. 
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Appendix 1 

 
Pollen production over the flowering season, with dates on the x-axis and accumulated pollen mass on 
the y-axis. Ramets S, Z, U, V, X and Y are side-ramets. 
 
Appendix 2 

 
Boxplot showing pollen mass throughout the flowering season for all pollen samples. Red circles show 
mean value. Boxplots topped with different letters indicate significant differences (P < 0.05, Tukey). 
Only pollen samples > 0.0 mg included. 



 

Appendix 3 
 

 
Scatterplots of pollination day on the x-axis, i.e. the day in the flowering season where a flower would 
open, and pollen mass on the y-axis. Pollination day are population specific, with day 1: 11.07.2017 
and the last day (day 48): 27.08.2017. Lines indicate significant correlation, P < 0.05. Spearman rank 
correlation coefficients are reported as Rs. Only pollen samples > 0.0 mg included. Note different scales 
on the vertical axis for different different ramets. 
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Appendix 4 
 

 
PC score plot, with PC3 on the x-axis, and PC1 on the y-axis. All samples from the Kittilbu population 
marked. 
 

Appendix 5 

 
PC3 loading plot of FTIR spectra (explained variation: 3,8%). The x-axis shows wavelengths, and the y-
axis show relative absorption.   



 

Appendix 6 

 

  
PC score plot, with PC4 on the x-axis, and PC1 on the y-axis. All samples from the Kittilbu population 
marked. 
 

Appendix 7 

PC4 loading plot of FTIR spectra (explained variation: 2.1 %). The x-axis shows wavelengths, and the y-
axis show relative absorption.   



 

Appendix 8 
The PLSR coefficient of determination (R2) and root mean squared error (RMSE) for pollination 
sequence based on chemical spectra. m: model, p: prediction. Aopt: optimal number of components. 
S: side-ramet S, n=10 (not all side-ramets).  
 

Ramet Number 
of pollen 
samples 
analyzed 
by FT-
IR 

Pollination 
period 
(days) 

Days with 
pollination 

R2 
(m) 

R2 
(p) 

RMSE 
(m) 

RMSE 
(p)  

Aopt 

All 415 48 46 0.63 0.43 6.15 7.65 13 
A 51 46 22 0.70 0.50 5.78 7.52 5 
B 62 26 24 0.64 0.48 4.18 5.09 4 
C 84 46 39 0.77 0.59 5.90 8.00 7 
D 90 46 35 0.94 0.68 2.84 6.74 12 
E 33 18 16 0.87 0.49 1.64 3.46 6 
F 47 25 22 0.94 0.44 1.69 5.40 8 
G 23 13 11 0.99 0.29 0.23 3.23 11 
S 10 7 3 0.85 0.29 0.72 0.79 3 

 
 

Appendix 9 
 

 
PLSR response plot of pollination sequence for all pollen samples. Actual pollination sequence is shown 
on the x-axis and predicted pollination sequence on the y-axis. Blue dots indicate model fit, whereas 
red dots indicate model performance after cross-validation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 


